The "method of model microfields (MAIM)", which has been employed successfully especially for the calculation of hydrogen Stark profiles, is based on the assumption that reliable line shapes may be obtained from just the probability density of the plasma microfield and its autocorrelation function. To test the influence of higher order statistical features two different model microfields have been used to investigate Stark broadening of hydrogen Lyman lines by either electrons or ions. Corresponding profiles computed in this way lie close together over the full intensity range, but systematic relative deviations of about 20% show up at frequency separations from the unperturbed line of approximately three times the plasma frequency (for electrons or ions, respectively), i.e., in the "transition region" where neither the impact nor the static approximation holds. Though the joint action of electrons and ions as well as Doppler broadening will tend to diminish these deviations, the present form of the MMM cannot be expected to yield an accuracy better than some 10% throughout the line profile.
Introduction
Until recently, hydrogen Stark profiles have always been calculated with the aid of the "(quasi-) static approximation" for the perturbing plasma ions which has been used by Holtsmark [1] in 1919 for the first time. Theoretical estimates seemed to prove that this approximation is fully appropriate to describe the effects of the low frequency ionic part of the plasma microfield, and only small errors were expected to result from it for laboratory plasmas [2] . During the last years, however, convincing experimental evidence has been found for distinct "ion dynamical effects" in the cores of hydrogen lines. Kelleher and Wiese [3] and Wiese et al. [4] demonstrated a marked dependence of the central structure of Balmer lines on the reduced mass of the radiating atom -perturbing ion pair, and other experiments have confirmed their findings for different plasma conditions [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In addition, Grützmacher and Wende [10] succeeded for the first time in measuring the central part of Za from an optically thin plasma; they found a line width greatly exceeding the theoretical value calculated with static ions [2, 11] . Another experiment [12] on Lß revealed less structure in the line centre than theoretically predicted, too, and a recent numerical simulation [13] corroborates the conjecture that the Reprint requests to the author's new address: Dr. J. Seidel, Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Institut Berlin, Abbestr. 2-12, D-1000 Berlin 10.
neglect of ion dynamics in the usual theoretical treatment is responsible for at least the main part of the discrepancies.
To explain these experimental results, various theoretical approaches [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] have been elaborated since which try to account approximately for the effects of relative emitter-ion motion on hydrogen Stark broadening. Most of these calculations yield profiles which coincide quite closely or even perfectly with the La profiles recorded by Grütz-macher and Wende. However, satisfactory agreement with all experimental data which are available by now has been achieved solely by "model microfield calculations" [17] . The "model microfield method (MMM)" -introduced by Brissaud and Frisch [23, 24] -has been applied successfully to nonhydrogenic lines as well [25, 26] ; it has the distinction of providing a nonperturbative manybody (microfield) treatment of Stark broadening which seems to be well suited for the broadening of hydrogen lines by plasma ions [27] .
Despite of its considerable success, there is a shortcoming of the MMM impeding its more widespread acceptance as a powerful tool in line broadening calculations: In general, no error estimate is known for the method, and it is hard to see how it should be improved to get still closer to the exact solution. With regard to electron broadening of hydrogen lines, the validity of the MMM has been demonstrated by comparison [28] with the results of the "unified theory" [11] , and there are other 0340-4811 1 08 / 0700-0679 $ 01.00/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy.
examples of stochastic differential equations where the MMM approximation works excellently [24] . In the case of ion dynamical effects, however, the main justification of the method is the good overall agreement with the experimental data. For that reason, it would be highly desirable to have some means to value the reliability of the MMM without taking recourse to results from outside, experimental or theoretical.
In this paper, I try to give an estimate of the uncertainties adhering to the MMM by computing line profiles with different model microfields. These models coincide with one another (and with the true plasma microfield) as far as the instantaneous probability distribution P(E) and the autocorrelation function JT(<) of the microfield are concerned, but they differ in more complicated statistical features to allow for an appraisal of the influence which the latter have on the line profile. (The MMM is based on the assumption that reliable line profiles may be calculated from P and r alone, while higher order statistical features of the microfield are less important in this context.) Indeed, it is possible to do this in the frame of the MMM: Though all previous calculations have used the so-called "kangaroo process (KP)" [23] as model microfield, a more general version of the MMM is available [24, 28, 29] which utilizes a "renewal process (RP)" instead. (The KP is just the special Markovian case of the RP.) Accordingly, there are even infinitely many model microfields beside the KP for which exact line profiles are known in principle.
In Sect. 2,1 shall recapitulate the essential features of the general form of the MMM. Then, a novel model microfield is defined, the "theta process (TP)", which is the "most non-Markovian" RP and hence constitutes the opposite of the KP in this respect. TP and KP will be used to demonstrate the effects of different model microfields on hydrogen line profiles. The calculations are most easily done for the Lyman lines, and for the present purpose it will be sufficient to study just these. Moreover, electron broadening will certainly hide small differences in ion broadening and vice versa, so it is appropriate to investigate the two kinds of Stark broadening separately. The Lyman line profiles take on comparatively simple forms then, as will be shown in Section 3. Numerical results are presented in Sect. 4, and Sect. 5 at last contains a summary and the conclusions.
The Method of Model Microfields

Point of departure
Under suitable approximations [2] , the Stark profile of a hydrogen resonance line is oo
A oj is the frequency distance from the frequency of the unperturbed line, d is the operator of the atomic dipole moment, Tra extends over the states of the upper level involved in the transition, and U(t) is the evolution operator satisfying the Schrödinger equation
in an interaction picture where the unperturbed oscillations have been split off. The electric microfield E(t) has to be taken at the atomic position at time t, and denotes an average over initial perturber positions and velocities or, equivalently, over all possible realizations of E(t). (2.1) is the standard starting point for Stark broadening calculations, and I shall mention just one of the assumptions necessary for its derivation: The radiating atom is taken to be at rest. By this, Stark broadening becomes independent of the atomic thermal velocity and any correlation of Stark and Doppler broadening is neglected. This approximation is well justified for electron perturbers, but it cannot be readily accepted whenever ion dynamical effects have an influence on the line profile [30] . Nevertheless, as it is a difficult task of its own to take account of the dependence of Stark broadening on the emitter velocity, I shall adopt the common procedure to get rid of this problem: To compensate roughly for the neglect of radiator motion, the true ion perturbers are replaced by fictious ones with the reduced mass fx of the radiating atom -true ion pair.
With the real plasma microfield in (2.2) it is impossible to find the exact line profile or the exact mean evolution operator which is the key quantity in (2.1). Therefore, it is common practice to try to calculate an approximate line profile for the true microfield at least in principle. (Actual calculations often use an approximate microfield as well [31] .) Contrary to this, Brissaud and Frisch [23] have proposed to proceed the other way: To calculate the exact line profile for an approximate microfield, the "model microfield".
General form of the MMM
The most general model microfield for which the mean evolution operator has been evaluated [24, 28, 29] consists of the set of all step functions ' Eq , 0 ^t <t0,
EI, T0^T<H
Eo , t\ ^ t <i t2
with field strength probability densities P(EQ) and 
hold; the "static average" <...)s is taken according to P{E). As the process loses all memory of its previous state whenever E(t) jumps to a new value, it has been termed a "renewal (or recurrent) process (RP)" [28, 29] . It should be clear from this definition that all statistical properties of a stationary RP are fixed by P and w. (In what follows, stationarity will always be tacitly presupposed.)
With a stationary renewal process as coefficient in the right hand side of (2.2), the Laplace transform of the mean evolution operator is <fr(w)>RP = < fdt e imt U (t) to get a line profile from (2.5) which approximates the true profile, the functions P and w have to reflect the main statistical features of the plasma microfield. Clearly, P must be the true microfield probability density to obtain the correct "static wing" from (2.5). The present work will be confined to isotropic plasmas, hence one may set
and w (t | E) = w (t | E). Then, the autocorrelation function of the model microfield is
and w should be chosen in such a way as to reproduce the true microfield correlation:
which determines the line core in the impact limit [23, 28, 32] . (At this point the assumption that the radiator is at rest plays an important role: For a radiator moving with constant velocity the plasma would appear to be anisotropic, and the correlation tensor <£(0)@E(^))P should be used instead of r(t) [30] .) Though this requirement does not fix w(t | E) in general, it is sufficient for the two special renewal processes to be discussed next.
Before this is done, I should like to call attention to another two points. The first concerns the possible types of w and .TRP. V in (2.4) is a probability density, i.e. non-negative, and so is w. Hence, w(t\E) may never increase with increasing t, and .TRP must be non-negative, too. Secondly, the generalization of the MMM should be mentioned which consists of the superposition of a slow and a fast RP corresponding to the low and high frequency components of the plasma microfield [23, 28] . In that case, (2.5) has to be used twice: One starts with the calculation of the electronic mean of the evolution operator for constant ionic fields, and then inserts this instead of U (t) into (2.5) where the averages relate to ionic fields now. In general, this brings about an additional difficulty as the first step yields the Laplace transform (Ü (OJ | ET)YE, not the evolution operator itself.
Kangaroo process
The original presentation of the MMM by Brissaud and Frisch [23] as well as all line broadening calculations effected with its help later on [17, 25, 26, 28] have used a special renewal process, the "kangaroo process (KP)". It is defined to be the Markovian renewal process which loses all memory of its previous state not only when a jump occurs to a new value of the field strength, but instantaneously at every time. Accordingly, w and v have to be equal to one another for a KP. This provides a simple differential equation for w, the normalized solution of which is
The autocorrelation function of the model microfield becomes, for a KP,
Under the reasonable assumption that Q is strictly increasing to infinity with increasing E, the right hand side of (2.9) is essentially a Laplace transform and, given JHKP = r, the dependence of Q on E can be calculated after inverting this Laplace transform and solving a simple differential equation [23, 24] . Once Q(E) and P(E) are known, the KP line profile follows from
<Ü(to)) KP = <Ü(a>'\E))B + <Q(E)Ü(co'\E))a '[(Q(E)\-<QHE)Ü(M'\E))8]-i •<Q(E)Ü(co'\E))s, (2.10)
with the Laplace transform of U(t\E) taken at m' = co + iQ(E).
Theta process
For the KP, every instant of time is a renewal point, it has no memory at all. In contrast to this, the renewal process with.
w(t\E) = 6[T(E) -t]/T(E), v(t\E) = d[t -T(E)] (2.11)
has the most persistent memory a renewal process may have: If a jump at time t leads to a field strength E, the next jump will happen at precisely
t-\-T(E),
i.e., every field strength has a definite life span T(E). Because of the 0-(step-)function in (2.11) I shall refer to this process shortly as the "theta process (TP)".
The autocorrelation function for the TP is oo
(2.12)
Provided that T(E) decreases continuously with increasing E to T (E = oo) = 0, it is easily shown that rTJ>[r(E)]-T(E)rTF[T(E)]
= $dFF*P(F) (2.13) must hold. If .TTP = T is prescribed, solving (2.13)
for T(E) furnishes the life spans of the different field strengths. For the mean TP evolution operator insertion of (2.11) into (2.5) has the result
Comparison of KP and TP
Even if a KP and a TP have the same probability density P for the field strengths and identical autocorrelation functions, /KP = / TP = r, they are quite different as for more subtle statistical properties. The mean duration of an initial field E, for example, is 1 /Q(E) for the KP and T(E)f2 for the TP, and in general these two values differ as a comparison of (2.9) and (2.12) shows. Even if they are the same for some field E, the relaxation from this initial field takes place in different ways. To illustrate this, Fig. 1 displays the "conditional covariance (2.15)
FF-EP2(F,t;E,0)IP(E) for T(E) = 2IQ(E). As yKp(t\E) = E 2 exp[-Q(E)t] and yTF(t\E) = E*[1-t\T(E)] 6[T(E) -t]
are ed as proper stochastic processes guarantees the correct short and long time behaviour of P2:
Hence, if any part of a line profile is sensitive to the exact form of P2 or any higher order probability density, marked deviations of the TP from the KP line profile should show up. Two other differences relate to the numerical realization of MMM calculations. As opposed to the rather complicated way the jumping frequencies Q(E) have to be calculated from r{t) for a KP, the life spans T{E) for a TP are easily obtained as solutions of (2.13). On the other hand, use of the KP is more advantageous if a superposition of an electronic and an ionic microfield is to be processed: According to (2.10), the KP calculation can be done entirely with the Laplace transform of the evolution operator while the TP calculation is more involved.
Lyman Line Profiles
General results
The trace in (2.1) is most conveniently evaluated in angular momentum eigenstates | nlm):
for the Lyman line with principal quantum number n of the upper level. (By the "no quenching approximation", U {t) is restricted to work in §n only, the space of atomic states with just this principal quantum number.) As a result of the selection rules for the components of the atomic dipole moment [33] the diagonal elements being independent of m.
From the theory of the linear Stark effect of hydrogen it is well known [33] that dz (restricted to has eigenvalues %nkeao, k -1 -n, 2 -n, ...,n -1.
Therefore, the sum in (3.4) is 2<nl/u\e id * Et l n \nl/iy
with constant coefficients aWith diagonal <£/(£] E)~)s, <C7(co)>rp is diagonal, too, and according to (3.2) it is sufficient to know the matrix elements (n\m\ (U {t | E)}s\ wlm), i.e., the coefficients oc£ = oi'ki-Their meaning becomes clear if broadening by static fields E is examined, which have fixed modulus E but random directions. In that case, <exp {id-Etj%yy^t(f is the full mean evo-lution operator, and insertion of (3.4) and (3.5) into 
= \dtw(t | E) ex^(icot),
insertion of all this into ö (2.5) results in
for Lyman fine broadening by renewal processes.
Acojc is an abbreviation for Aco + ^nkeaoE/h and oo <...>£ stands for JdEP(E) ... in (3.7). Normalized o to total intensity n, the RP profile is the negative imaginary part of the right hand side of (3.7).
KP profiles
For the KP, the Laplace transform of w(t\E) is
According to (3.7), this quantity as well as
Atok ' w (A cok | E) and -Im(l -w)IAcok -Qj[(Atok)Z +
have to be averaged with respect to E (both Acok
and Q depend on E!). It is not difficult to do this
approximately with a computer.
TP profiles
The Laplace transform of w for the TP is conveniently written as
AcokT / Acok T W {Ac°k I E) = Ä^T Sm -2" CXP V 2 (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) from which one has
Because of the trigonometric functions, the numerical evaluation of the E-average is more involved than for the KP, and some care has to be taken to obtain correct contributions from both small and large values of ACOKTI2.
Numerical Results
General considerations
KP and TP line profiles have been obtained by numerically evaluating (3.7) after insertion of (3.8) or ( given by Baranger and Mozer [34, 35] or Hooper [36, 37] . (In fact, the tabulation of the BarangerMozer results given by Pfennig and Trefftz [38] has been employed for the static averages in (3.7) .) The microfield autocorrelation function r(t) for an ideal gas of statically screened charged particles is known in closed form [32] , and the equation from which the jumping frequencies of the KP have to be de-termined has been obtained previously [28] , too. On the other hand, it is not difficult to solve (2.13) for the life spans of the TP fields if an analytical expression is known for 7\p = r. Therefore, the computation of KP as well as TP profiles from (3.7) does not pose too hard numerical problems.
Yet there is a problem: the duration of weak fields. r(t) decreases asymptotically as t~5 for the plasma model described above, and from (2.9) and (2.12) it is obvious that KP and TP must have 0 and T-> oo for vanishing E to reproduce this slow decay. Therefore, weak model microfields last very long times and may even produce static line broadening. A closer inspection of the appropriate limit reveals that this does not arise for electron broadening, but it does concern ion broadening in the density range considered here, especially for the TP. As a result, rather unusual features appear in the very line centres; the profile of Lß, for example, broadened by ions only, exhibits a tiny bump in the middle of the deep central depression. Of course, such structures would not be found in the full line profiles as they are smeared out by electron as well as Doppler broadening. Moreover, weak fields are not expected to last forever in reality -as they are due to many pertubers, their life time cannot be much longer than the inverse of the corresponding plasma frequency. To take account of this, the model microfields have been modified by introducing a lower cutoff at wv for the KP jumping frequency Q and an upper cutoff at cop -1 for the TP life span T. (a>p={4:7iNe 2 lm)i , 2 is the plasma frequency, with m = me for electrons and m = /u, the reduced atomion mass, for ions.) As to /kp and -TW, this measure results in an alteration of the long time behaviour which does not affect the line profiles except by suppressing static contributions of weak fields. At this point, a general remark on the validity of the MMM seems to be appropriate. It should be clear from what has just been discussed that the reproduction of the true autocorrelation function r(t) by the model microfield does not automatically guarantee that weak and strong model fields have the correct duration -this may or may not be the case depending on the probability density w(t\E).
For that reason, the additional freedom provided by the choice of this function in the general RP version of the MMM may be valuable. In the problem considered here, for example, no cutoff would be necessary for w
(t\E) = w[tlr{E)]
with w oc[r (#)/*] 6 at t-> oo, as one might choose r(0) finite then. Unfortunately, no functional form of w complying with this condition has been found which allows for a simple determination
of T(E) from R(t).
Contrary to weak fields, strong fields must lead to nearly static line broadening. The average life time of strong KP fields is known [28] to be proportional to E~L /2 , and it turns out that the same is true for strong TP fields. Accordingly, KP as well as TP profiles have the correct static line wings; this will be demonstrated at once by the results to be shown now.
Broadening by electrons
Under the influence of electron broadening only, This happens at about 3ape, where ape corresponds
Fig . 3 . Relative deviation of the TP from the KP profile of Figure 2 . ape^5-10~3 corresponds to Aa> = cope, and the broken vertical line marks that value of a where the impact profile intersects the wing of the static profile (cf. Figure 2) . Marked deviations are found only in the transition region between the impact core (a < ape) and the static wing (a > 10 _1 here, just out of scale). 
Broadening by ions
Contrary to electron broadening, broadening by ions is not impact broadening in the line centre for the densities and temperature considered here.
Therefore, the corresponding line profiles have sta- In a strict sense, the differences between KP and TP profiles found here do not allow a conclusion with regard to the deviations of MMM from true line profiles because the true microfield is neither a KP nor a TP. Still, these differences give for the first time a quantitative estimate of the influence which higher order statistical features of the microfield exert on hydrogen line profiles. In this connexion, it is interesting to note that the errors of MMM-KP profiles (including both electron and ion broadening) as compared to experimental results amount to about 10 to 20% as well. According to the results presented here, this may well be due to the use of the special KP form of w(t\E). For Lv, the intensity has its maximum in the line centre, a = 0.
Summary and Conclusions
To test the reliability of the "model microfield method (MMM)" two different model microfields have been used to calculate Stark profiles of hydrogen resonance lines broadened by ions or electrons. One of these, the Markovian "kangaroo process (KP)" has been applied in all previous computations of MMM profiles as well as in the original presentation of the method [17, 23, 25, 26, 28] . The other one, a special non-Markovian renewal process, has been defined in Sect. 2.4 and shortly termed "theta process (TP)". If their parameters are suitably chosen, the KP and TP model microfields coincide with one another and with the true plasma microfield as to the probability density P(E) and the autocorrelation function r(t) = (E(t)'E(0)), but all the three differ with respect to higher order statistical properties. The MMM is based on the fundamental assumption that line profiles are determined essentially by just P and i^; a comparison of KP and TP profiles allows to test this assumption and to estimate the influence of more complicated statistical details.
Line profiles have been calculated for the Lyman lines La to L<5 broadened by either electrons or ions with a temperature of 10 4 K and densities ranging from 10 15 cm -3 to 10 17 cm -3 . For electron broadening, it is well known that P and jP determine the line wing and core, respectively [2] , Indeed. KP and TP profiles show marked deviations only in the transition region in between which increase up to about 20% at a frequency separation from the line centre of approximately three times the electron plasma frequency. These figures are nearly the same for all lines and densities investigated. For ion broadening, too, the static line wing is given by P. However, no simple description of the line core is known, and errors brought about by the use of the MMM should be found in this part of the profile. (There is another difference between electron and ion broadening: Strictly, radiator motion cannot be neglected as compared to ion motion [30] . To account for this at least approximately, the ionic mass has been taken to be the reduced atom-ion mass here.) Once more, the most pronounced differences of KP and TP profiles show up at a frequency separation of the order of three times the (ion) plasma frequency, and again they amount to about 20% there as in the case of electron broadening.
For the full line profiles, the simultaneous action of electrons and ions would have to be considered (together with the additional Doppler broadening). The computations are much more involved then even for Lyman lines, and have not been tackled for this reason. Yet it seems to be clear that the superposition of electron and ion broadening will result in a reduction of the differences between KP and TP profiles as it is roughly similar to a convolution of the corresponding profiles given here, especially for La. But even a reduction by a factor 1/2 would leave uncertainties of the order of 10% which are inherent in the MMM and set a fundamental limit to its accuracy -the point is that there is no criterion to decide which one of the two model microfields (or any other renewal process) should be chosen as long as the correct reproduction of P and r is all that is required. Then, indeed, a convenient functional form of w(t\E) may be prescribed a priori as it has always been done up to now.
The results presented here, however, show that the choice of w has to be done carefully as it does affect noticeably those portions of the line profiles which are not determined by P or F alone. But which w is best ? A hint to the answer of this question may have been given by the discussion concerning the duration of weak fields in Section 4.1. There it has been shown that some w lead to unrealistic 00 features of the model microfield if [d«si^(<s | E) is 't not well suited for the reproduction of r(t) with respect to the long time tail, for example. Hence, it seems to be most appropriate to start with the general RP version of the MMM (Sect. 2.2) and to 00 choose f dsiv(s \ E) to be the normalized " conditiont al covariance"
E-*y(t\E) = E-* $d*FF-EP2{F,t;E,0)IP(E)
of the true microfield. According to (2.7), this implies the correct autocorrelation function as well, but -in addition -this special RP model microfield would take proper account of the relaxation of every initial field-strength E. By this, it would be most perfectly adjusted to the true microfield and might be expected to yield the best MMM profile.
Despite of this conjecture, merely KP and TP model microfields have been considered in the present work for a weighty practical reason: y (t \ E) is not known for the true microfield, and its calculation is certainly a task of its own. Thus, it seems to be advisable to investigate a problem more simple than Stark broadening first to test whether an adapted choice of the renewal process indeed improves the MMM.
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